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T752 - WX3 Hybrid Baffle Jacket
Collection:  WX3
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  94% Polyester,  6% Elastane laminated to
100% Polyester Micro Fleece (3L)
Outer Carton:  20

Product information
The WX3 Baffle Jacket incorporates an ergonomic body-mapped design to
balance insulation and comfort. Padded Insulatex panels help keep the core
body  area  warm,  while  the  softshell  panels  provide  a  windproof  and
breathable membrane. Two zipped side entry chest pockets and internal
pockets offer plenty of secure storage space.
WX3
Portwest WX3™ technical strong workwear balances comfort, versatility
and aesthetics. Products are designed to the highest standards and offer a
solution for everyday activity and working environments. Constructed with
cutting edge fabrics giving superior abrasion resistance and exceptional all-
day  comfort.  Ingenious  design  solutions  on  fastenings  and  pocketing
systems give unrivalled fit and security.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Features
Body-mapped design helps balance insulation and increase freedom of●

movement

Durable, breathable, windproof and water resistant fabric●

Internal pockets for safe storage●

Side zip pockets●

Elasticated cuffs for a secure fit●

Reflective trim for increased visibility and safety●

Pre-bent sleeves allow for increased freedom of movement●

Easy grip pullers attached to all zips●

Zipped chest pocket●

Contrast colouring for added style●

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface
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T752 - WX3 Hybrid Baffle Jacket
Commodity Code: 6103330000

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14


